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Test Report

"Comverse company made Tourial test to see the efficacy of Supertech by their eyes.

The test was with 4 cars of Huyndai Elantra , year 2005,new from the same model.

The test was on 408 k"m from Dimona to Eilat & back.

In the first lap there fuel consumption has been made for all the cars in the same condition.

In the second lap, fuel consumption has been made, & on 3 cars Supertech was installing & the 4th
wasn't install & was for Control group.

On all the way of the tourial test we were going down to details to make this test to be as equal to lab test.

The result that we got is: from 6-12% that was change from car to car.

Note: didn´t test if there is consumption in driving in the city, & not static driving.

Despite of trying to effort to fill the fuel tank until he will be fuel, every litter that you fill in the tank can

Make influence about calculate the fuel consumption.

All this tourial test has been made on Comverse account".
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